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一个影响人类社会的颠覆性技术，一场已到来的前所未有的变革。

A Disruptive Technology and An Unprecedented AI Revolution 



• The ancient Greeks once envisioned creating 
machine that could think.

• In 2016, AlphaGo defeated the world Go champion 
Lee Sedol.

• Artificial intelligence enters the realm of human 
thinking.

• It helps humans with analysis, reasoning, and 
judgment.

• It has already entered the traditional field of law.

• However, AlphaGo can only perform specific tasks, 
while ChatGPT is a general AI language model.

1.  AlphaGo: A Starting Point for SCIA to Develop AI



1.  OpenAI released ChatGPT in November 30, 2022 
2. Hundred million users globally in 2 months’ time
3. ChatGPT is  a conversational robot approaching human intelligence
4. Another industrial revolution for knowledge workers 
5. Bill Gates: ChatGPT surpasses Internet and iPhone 
6. Kissinger: ChatGPT is another scientific enlightment in human history  

Structure of the human brain
1. The human brain has about 100 billion neurons
2. ChatGPT imitating the human brain 
3. ChatGPT has 175 billion parameters 
4. This means that it is almost like the human brain

2. ChatGPT: Opening the AIGC Era



left: CEO Sam Altman; CTO Mira Murati; Chairman Gren Brockman; Chief scientist Ilya Sutskever

The Core team of OpenAI that made history in  AGI.

3. The Developement of ChatGPT



June, 2018

OpenAI released GPT-1，100 

million parameters, based on 

Transformer Decoder

February, 2019

OpenAI released GPT-2，1.5

billion parameters

May, 2020

OpenAI released GPT-3, 1750 

billion parameters

March, 2022

OpenAI released InstructGPT，

using Instruction Tuning and 

RLHF

December, 2022 

OpenAI released 

ChatGPT

3. The Developement of ChatGPT



4. The Landscape of Generative AI Firms in the US



5. The Techinal Framework of ChatGPT



6. What is ChatGPT and How it Works？

• ChatGPT is a powerful  language model developed by OpenAI, and i t  represents a signif icant 
advancement in the f ield of NLP.

• ChatGPT uti l izes a deep neural network architecture known as a transformer.

• This architecture al lows i t  to understand and generate human language with remarkable         
accuracy.

• ChatGPT reduces the marginal cost of generating legal documents to zero.

• ChatGPT can be trained with legal knowledge, including relevant laws, cases, and legal 
precedents.

• This makes it an invaluable tool in the legal profession, including international arbitrat ion.

• It 's not just a text generator; it 's a tool that can understand complex legal language and 
assist legal professionals in their work. 

• By comprehending i ts capabi l i t ies and l imitat ions, we can harness i ts power effect ively to 
enhance the arbitrat ion process.



6. What is ChatGPT and How it Works？

• In order to show you how powerful  ChatGPT i t  is， I ’ve col lected some short videos. Due to t ime 
constraints, I ’ve choosen only the most interesting one to show you al l .  The reasoning and chain 
of thought of ChatGPT are very useful for legal professionals.


Packed by Bilibili XCoder v2.0.2





https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/

6. What is ChatGPT and How It Works?

https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/


https://chat.openai.com/chat/

6. What is ChaGPT and How It Works? 

https://chat.openai.com/blog/chatgpt/


7. Newly Released Legal AI Tools in US and China

·casetext released CoCounsel this year in US

·Uploaded files，drag and drop here（all kind of formats）and let CoCounsel work



7. Newly Released Legal AI Tools in US and China

• Searching，reviewing and drafting contracts and legal documents by asking 
questions  



7. Newly Released Legal AI Tools in US and China

·Legal Lab released Legal AI tool this year in China
·It can answer questions，doing research，drafting legal documents



7. Newly Released LegalAI Tools in US and China

·It can drafting the application and the statement of defence
·It can also predicting the possible result of the arbitration cases

·



8. How to Use ChatGPT in International Arbitration

·Doing legal research for arbi trat ion cases

·Answering questions on aribi trat ion rules and procedures

·Choosing suitable arbitrators from the arbitrator panel

·Draft ing the appl icat ion and the statement of defence

·Extracting key facts and dispute issues from the involved arbitrat ion case

·Summarizing and analyzing dispute issues in the involved arbitration case

·Predicting possible result of cases submitted for arbitrat ion from historical cases

·Making arbitrat ion decision automatical ly

·Reviewing arbitrat ion decisions and related docuements  

·Translat ing arbitrat ion ducuments 



8. How to Use ChatGPT in International Arbitration
·SCIA’s AI Practice
·Abitrators can upload or drag the fi les and let ChatGPT work
·Reviewing, analyzing the case, and drafting decision



产品：AI裁决书生成系统

• 读取多个裁决书源文件 • 自动标注错误 • 自动抓取有效资源，快速生成裁决
书

自然语言处理、语义理解、机器学习

3i仲裁问答机器人

8.  How to Use ChatGPT  in International Arbitration

·SCIA’s AI Practice
·3i Arbitration Chatbot



深圳国际仲裁院智慧仲裁实验室
SCIA's Arbitration AI Lab



智慧仲裁实验室ChatGPT研讨会



8. How to Use ChatGPT in International Arbitration

In order to use ChatGPT in international arbi trat ion，we have a lot of work to do l ike pre-training，
f ine-tuning, data processing and private deployment of LLM.

·ChatGPT undergoes two critical phases: pre-training and fine-tuning.

1. Pre-training involves exposing the model to massive amounts of text from the SCIA helping i t  
learn grammar, facts, and some reasoning abi l i t ies.

2. Fine-tuning is the process of training the model on specif ic datasets to make i t  more useful and  
safe for appl icat ions l ike arbitrat ion.

·Data proceesing

1. High qual i ty data is necessary because ChatGPT’s output rely on the qual i ty of inputing data.
2. Data processing is t ime-consuming and costly work.

·Private deployment of LLM

1. Due to securi ty reasons, Arbit rat ion inst i tut ions normally need privately deploying i ts  own of LLM. 
2. Private deployment is very expensive.



9. Benefits and Challenges

·Efficiency and Time-Saving

1. ChatGPT accelerates legal research and document review, saving signif icant t ime for arbi trators.

2. I ts abi l i ty to process vast amounts of information swift ly enhances arbitrat ion eff ic iency.
·Accuracy and Consistency 
1. ChatGPT offers a high level of accuracy in document summarization and draft ing.
2. I t  ensures consistency in legal documents, reducing the r isk of errors.

·Cost-Effective

1. ChatGPT can reduce the overal l  cost of arbi trat ion.
2. They streamline tasks that would otherwise require extensive human resources.

·Enhanced Legal Research 

1. ChatGPT can quickly search through extensive legal databases to retr ieve relevant case law.

2. I t  identi f ies key legal principles and precedents, aiding in case preparation.

·Predicting and Judging 

1. Predict ing and judging abitrat ion cases from historical cases helping antic ipate the l ikely results.



9. Benifits and Challenges 

• Mil l ions of  arbit rat ion decisions have been made by 250 arbit rat ion inst i tut ions in China. However，
for ChatGPT to assist us in arbitrat ion and benif i t，we are also facing serious chal lenges.

1. Confidential ity
2. Data privacy
3. Accuracy
4. Algorithmic and data discrimination
5. Professional l iablity
6. Ethical concerns
7. Funding and talents

• Due to confidential i ty and privacy reasons, the arbitrat ion decisions and related f i les can’t 
released publ ic l ly even they are redacted.

• ChatGPT can’t reach 100% of accuracy which could lead to l iabi l i ty issues for arbi trators using i t  
to handle cases.

• Ethical concerns raise questions about the extent to which we should al low arbitrator to use 
ChatGPT and not al low ChatGPT to replace human arbitrator.



10. Guidelines for Using ChatGPT in International Arbitration

·Data Privacy and Confidential ity

I t ’s paramount to protect cl ient data from unauthorized access when AI is used in arbitrat ion.

·Bias and Fairness

I t ’s crucial  to address and mit igate biases arising from agori thmic and data discrimination.

·Transparency and Accountabil i ty

Knowing how the model generates results and who is responbi le for AI-generated arbitrat ion documents.

· Informed Consent

Clients and part ies involved in arbitrat ion should be informed about the use of AI.

·Ethics and Human Oversight

·Regulatory Compliance  

Staying informed about regulatory requirements and observe relevant laws when AI is used in arbitrat ion.



11. Conclusion

● The appl icat ion of ChatGPT in international arbi trat ion is not just about technology; i t ’s about 
safeguarding the principles of just ice and fairness of international arbi trat ion.

● We’ve explored how ChatGPT can streamline legal research, document review, and draft ing, 
signif icantly reducing the t ime and cost involved in international arbitrat ion.

● But we are also facing serious chal lenges, such as confidential i ty, privacy, ethics and 
hal luciat ion of ChatGPT.

● As we move forward,  i t ’s essential  to str ike a balance between the benefi ts and chal lenges 
ensuring that technology augments human expert ise ranther than replace i t .

● Finally, I  hope SCIA can become a pilot for the application of ChatGPT in internatinal 
arbitration, and promote the successful experience in China and internationally.



Thank You
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